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Move Price Estimate
Your Move Price Estimate from AptMovers.com is
calculated by a methodical process. Our long experience
and database allow us to estimate the total costs of your
move. The top factors that are considered when creating
your estimate include the inventory, distance, time and other
extra services. Here is a brief description of the criteria used
to determine an accurate estimate:

* What Items you are moving
* What services you need from us, whether packing or
assembly among others

* Your flexibility in terms of how quickly you
want to move
The Major Factors of Your Estimate
Inventory
In order to receive and accurate Move Price Estimate from AptMovers.com, you must present a detailed explanation of the items that you want to move.
This includes a list of the number of boxes you have, along with the size and dimensions. The list should also describe the inventory specifically, whether it is
furniture, appliances, etc. Based on your unique inventory, we then estimate the best package to ensure your move is as smooth and efficient as possible.

Distance
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We serve all the areas around Dallas, Phoenix, Houston, Tampa and Irving. Nevertheless, the distance and overall travel time are also key factors that
determine your Move Price Estimate. This travel time refers to the amount of time required for the movers to reach your location and then move the
household goods to the new location.

Additional Services
AptMovers.com offers a wide range of additional services for a seamless transition from one place to the next. This includes packing and unpacking, wooden
crating and furniture disassembly among others. If you need any of these services, make sure to also include it in your request for the Move Price Estimate.
Remember that the main aim of a Move Price Estimate is just to give you a ballpark quote about the overall cost of your move. For a detailed price, use our
move price calculator.

Move Price Calculator
Move Price Calculator  Fast and Accurate . A major concern that many
people have to deal with when moving is determining the exact amount
of money they will need for the whole moving process. AptMovers.com
offers a smart move price calculator that helps you determine the cost
of a certain move. It is the perfect place to start for anyone currently
trying to plan for their move in Dallas, Houston, Fort Worth, Phoenix and
Irving.
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Moving Videos
Here are some videos to help you with
your move.
Apartment Movers
Relax and Let us Move You

Move Price Examples
The Essence of Move Price Examples. When it comes to moving,
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Downloads

everyone hopes to save some money. It is important to note that not all
moving companies are ethical and there are those that would love to
take undue advantage of unsuspecting clients. It is important to have
some move price examples that you can use for reference.

We created an infographic to help you
plan your move and select the best
movers for you.
Download Infographic
Download Move Price Estimate

Last Minute Move
Last Minute Move Packing . Moving is a tedious activity, and even with
proper planning, there are some things that will still come up in the last
minute. Fortunately, there are companies that specialize in last minute
move and understand its nature. Such professionals have a checklist
that is used as a guide to ensure that every necessary item is not left in
your old house. If you have been caught up in the last minute move,
there are a number of things that you should do.
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How to Move
Learn How to Move Effectively . Moving is one of the things that most
people do not love, at all. While there are so many moving companies
that have come up, not all of them are authentic. There are some rogue
companies that have been reported to abuse the rights of innocent
clients. It is important to come up with an own checklist on how to move
so as to avoid falling prey of these crooks.
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